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Abstract: In order to realize resource sharing and collaboration effectively among the heterogeneous and geographical distributed manufacturing resources, a Concept Model of resource management, a WSRF (Web Service Resource Framework)-based Resource Management System Model in Manufacturing Grid (MG) and the resource encapsulation method were presented in this paper. By the two models, the description, encapsulation and publication of manufacturing resources are implemented conveniently, and the manufacturing resource can be encapsulated to a WS (Web Service)-Resource structural MG-Resource. The encapsulation process shields complexity and diversity of manufacturing resources and implements manufacturing resource sharing and collaboration in MG effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing Grid (MG)¹ is the application of Grid Technology in manufacturing, the core idea of MG is manufacturing resource sharing and collaboration. Manufacturing resources mean the equipments, materials, personnel and all the hardware and software related to the product lifecycle². Manufacturing resources have the characteristics of complexity, diversity and distribution, and manufacturing tasks have many characteristics which are different from those in computing grid. Thus there are many differences between MG and computing grid in resource management mode, the
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resource management method in MG is more complicated than that in computing grid.

An effective Manufacturing Grid Resource Management System (MG-RMS) is crucial. Document 3 has ever proposed a MG-RMS which can solve the resource sharing and collaboration well under the heterogeneous and distributed environment. But when MG deals with complex manufacturing tasks, resource consumers put forward more requirements for manufacturing service level and manufacturing resources, the MG-RMS can not support sufficiently. So a WSRF (Web Service Resource Framework)-based Resource Management System is proposed in this paper. WSRF is the open criterion of the next generation of grid technology, and it defines the sharing mechanism and management mechanism of grid software and hardware resources.

2. **WSRF-BASE MG-RMS**

2.1 **Concept Model**

Concept Model is the abstract of design, i.e., it is the visualization representation of design idea. According to function roles, there are three main roles related to resource management in MG: resource providers, resource consumers and Manufacturing Grid Information System (MGIS). The relations between the three roles in concept model are shown in Fig.1. Their definitions are as follows:

Resource providers: they are the principal bodies controlling manufacturing resources, and provide some resources to outside in the service manner.

*Figure 1. Concept model of MG resource management*

MGIS: MGIS is responsible for receiving, sending, indexing and
archiving the attributes related to MG-Resources, and dealing with the state information.

Resource consumers: they are the users, usually the members of Visual Organization (VO) or customers using resources.

In MG environment, MG-Resource is the model of manufacturing resources encapsulated in MG. In order to realize resource sharing and collaboration among the heterogeneous and geographical distributed manufacturing resources, manufacturing resource must be encapsulated with uniform criterion, and deployed to MGIS.

2.2 System Model

There are varieties kinds of manufacturing resources, which have great differences among them. In order to solve the geographical distributed sharing problem of manufacturing resources, MG-RMS is developed.

The system model of MG-RMS is shown in Fig.2. It is mainly composed of WSRF encapsulation module, MG-Resource, Manufacturing Grid Information System (MGIS) and task manager in a resource node, and its application module includes security management, task decomposing, Manufacturing Grid Resource Scheduler (MGRS), workflow manager, MG portal and MG-QoS (Quality of Service)manager.

![Figure 2. The system model of MG-RMS](image-url)
1) **WSRF encapsulation module**: According to the requirements of MG-RMS, WSRF encapsulation module uses WSRF criterion to encapsulate manufacturing resources into MG-Resources, publishes them to the MG platform so as to be invoked by consumers who need these resources.

2) **MG-Resource**: MG-Resource is the mapping and representation of actual manufacturing resource in MG. All the resources which hope to share in MG need to be encapsulated into MG-Resources and published on the MG platform. Manufacturing resources can be all the software and hardware related to the product lifecycle, e.g., a machine tool, a set of CAD software, even an expert or machining personnel.

3) **MGIS**: MGRIS transfers attribute information of manufacturing resources in MG. It collects the attribute information (including dynamic and static attribute) then publishes them to consumers according to the requirements, so as to choose a proper manufacturing resource to fulfill the manufacturing task. There are several modes to publish information, and resource providers can choose the mode which they need.

4) **MG-RMS interface**: the application modules, e.g., security management, MGRS, workflow manager and QoS manager, exchange information through the interface. The interface is by means of Web service to exchange information with these applications.

5) **Task manager**: Task manager receives the task from work flow manager, chooses manufacturing resources to work in MG-RMS according to task’s description, and submits to work flow manager after the task is accomplished.

6) **Application modules**

   - **MGRS**: its functions are mainly composed of QoS-based resource and scheduling, dynamic negotiation, resource allocation and fault-tolerant handling.

   - **MG portal**: it publishes MG-Resource attribute information to consumers by HTML (HyperText Markup Language) pages.

   - **Workflow module**: it invokes a certain MG-Resource and implements the manufacturing task in appropriate time, and submits the task to workflow after the task is accomplished.

   - **Security module**: it monitors the reliability and dynamic attribute of MG-Resource by invoking web service groupware.

   - **Task decomposing module**: it is in charge of decomposing a complicated task into many subtasks, so as to search and match resources.5

   - **MG-QoS manager**: it is the management module of MG Quality of Service (QoS), and its functions include management of Service Level Agreement (SLA), resource reservation and management of QoS strategy.
The WSRF encapsulation module is the crucial module, so the paper mainly presents the encapsulation method.

3. RESOURCE-ENCAPSULATION METHOD

The WSRF encapsulation module in MG-RMS encapsulates the actual manufacturing resources into MG-Resources by using WSRF criterion.

MG-Resource is a kind of WS-Resource-structure resource, it includes two modules: web service and stateful resource. Web service can realize the function of MG-Resource, provide uniform and standard external invocation interfaces, and make customers invoke MG-Resources by sending standard web service. The stateful resources can save the attribute information about manufacturing resources, publish the information to customers, and make them discover manufacturing resources which are suitable for machining the manufacturing task.

Thus, encapsulating manufacturing resources to MG-Resources includes two parts: web service encapsulation and stateful resource encapsulation. A WSRF-based MG resource encapsulation structure is shown in Fig.3.

![Figure 3. The resource encapsulation model](image)

3.1 The Encapsulation of Stateful Resource

According to the characteristics of attribute information, manufacturing resource information can be divided into three types of information, that is, static attribute information, dynamic attribute information and task queue information, which are crucial for the resource evaluation and scheduling.

Since the quantities of manufacturing resources published in a local MG-RMS are limited, the stateful resources are implemented to records in the Microsoft Access database.
3.2 The Encapsulation of Web Service

The web service module of MG-Resource takes charge of the realization of the functions of manufacturing resources, and management of attribute information of manufacturing resources. Web service is a group of objects deployed on web, provides standard external interface format by WSDL (Web Service Description Language) document. Applicants may send standard SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) message to web service so as to invoke these methods.

The encapsulation of web service may carry out according to following steps: 1) Defining interfaces of web service. 2) Creating WSDL document according to the defining interface. 3) Realization of interface document. 4) Compiling the deploying document and publishing the web service on the Axis Server.

4. CONCLUSION

As has been noted, the WSRF-based MG-RMS model constructed by using WSRF criterion can describe, encapsulate and publish manufacturing resources, and the resource is encapsulated to a WS (Web Service)-Resource structural MG-Resource. The MG-RMS can solve resource sharing problem among the heterogeneous and geographical distributed manufacturing resources, make consumers invoke the resources through the standard interface conveniently, as if the manufacturing resources are in local place.
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